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About This Content

No current is too fast and no fish is too strong with the Golden Dragon’s power on your side, angler! And as your fishing
endeavours become more daring with new challengefull adventures to come, empower yourself with the mighty Golden Dragon

Pack and unravel the fishing mysteries of the Chosen few!
Featuring a deadly combination of tackle, equipment and even a Kayak - all decorated in the theme of the world’s most

powerful legendary creature - the Golden Dragon Pack will back you with the support of ancient omnipotent forces!
But even with the Golden Dragon’s power on you side, remember that true skills and good technique are the best lucky charm an

angler can have!

Golden Dragon Pack includes:
* 8000 CREDITS - use to purchase new tackle, pay for fishing trips, repairs and any other in-game expenses.

* 80 BAITCOINS - use to purchase certain fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!
* 8-DAY PREMIUM Enjoy eight days of Premium Status and advance your game progress by getting a 50% boost to

Experience and Credits earned for every fish you catch! In addition, you get the opportunity to rent a kayak with a 50%
discount! You also get the privilege of free registration in Competitions and the advantage of using free Forward Time function

twice as often!
* 33 Marker Buoys - You can use this hightly visible fishing bouy to mark your favorite fishing spots!

* 1 Huge and 1 Small Storage Boxes (60 Slots)
* 3 Tackle Setups

RODS ‘N REELS
Rods:
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* RIVERTEX™ DracoSpin 8' 10" (270) - Length: 8' 10" (2.7 m); Lure Weight: 3/4 – 2 1/8 Oz. (21–60 g); Power: X-Heavy;
Line Weight: 18 – 46 Lb. (8.5–21 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 2; Guides: 11

* DragonCast™ 7' 3" (220) NE - Length: 7' 3" (2.2 m); Lure Weight: 3/8-1 3/7 Oz. (10–40 g); Power: Heavy; Line Weight:
7.5–23 Lb. (3.5–10.5 kg); Action: Fast; Pieces: 2; Guides: 10

* TeleDragon™ 23' (700) - Length: 23'(7 m); Line Weight: 3–13 Lb. (1.5–6.0 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 7; Guides: 10

Reels:
* RIVERTEX™ Dragonus 5500 - Ratio: 5.4:1; Recovery: 31.5" (80 cm); Capacity: mono 32/110 (0.5/110), braid 30/180

(0.28/180); Max Drag: 42 Lb (19.0 kg)
* Basilisk™ 3500 P - Ratio: 6.2:1; Recovery: 29.5" (75 cm); Capacity: mono 12/120 (0.3/120), braid 20/160 (0.23/160); Max

Drag: 23 Lb. (10.5 kg)
* Hydra™ 3000 - Ratio: 4.7:1; Recovery: 27.5" (70 cm); Capacity: mono 12/100 (0.3/100), braid 20/135 (0.23/135); Max Drag:

12.1 Lb.(5.5 kg)

TERMINAL TACKLE
* Lines:

Fluoro .024" (0.6 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 40 Lb. (18.1 kg)
Braid .011" (0.28 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 30 Lb. (13.6 kg)
Mono .012" (0.3 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 12 Lb. (5.4 kg)

* Bobbers: Pear Shaped Float; Glowing Slim Float
* Spoons: Single Spoon 1 Oz. (28 g), #2/0 (x2); Medium Spoon 1 1/2 Oz. (42 g), #4/0 (x2)

* Bass Jigs: Bass Jig 1 Oz. (28 g), #4/0 (x2)
* TopWater Lures: Frog-popper 5/8 Oz. (18 g), #3/0 (x2); Walker 1/2 Oz. (14 g), #3/0 (x2)

* Jig Baits: Shad 2" (5 cm) (x2); Craw 3" (7.5 cm) (x2); Nymphes 4" (10 cm) (x2); Worm 5" (12.5 cm) (x2)
* Jig Heads: JigHead 1/3 Oz. (9 g), #1/0; JigHead 1/2 Oz. (14 g), #2/0; JigHead 3/4 Oz. (21 g), #3/0; JigHead 1 1/2 Oz. (42 g),

#4/0; JigHead 2 Oz. (56 g), #6/0
* Crankbaits: Crankbait 3 ft. (1 m), #3/0; Crankbait 12 ft. (3.5 m); #2/0, Crankbait 16 ft. (5 m); #3/0, Crankbait 30 ft. (9 m),

#4/0
* Hooks: Hook #4; Hook #2; Hook #1; Hook #1/0; Hook #2/0; Hook #3/0; Hook #4/0

* Bait: Leeches; Pet Food; Medium Cutbait; Large Cutbait; Shiners; Large Minnows; Crawfish; Blood; Frog; Corn; Peas

EQUIPMENT
* GarryScott™ DragonMaster Fishing Cap - Tackles: 2

* GarryScott™ DragonSkin F Fishing Jacket - Tackles: 15; Lines: 2
* MagFin™ GoldenDragon Rod Case - Rods: 3; Reels: 3

* RIVERTEX™ GoldenDragon Lure Box - Tackles: 20; Lines: 3
* FishFort XL Plus Keepnet - Max Single Fish Weight: 110 Lb. (50 kg); Total Fish Weight: 330 Lb. (150 kg); Fish-Friendly:

yes

KAYAKS
* MagFin™ RedRiverDragon™ Kayak - Length: 10 ft 4 in (3.15 m); Width: 35 in (88.9 cm); Weight: 66 lb (30 kg); Max

Speed: 5 mph (9 kmh); Passenger capacity: 1

POND PASSES (8 days):
* Emerald Lake (New York)

* Falcon Lake (Oregon)
* Everglades (Florida)

* White Moose Lake (Alberta, Canada)
* St Croix Lake (Michigan)

* San Joaquin Delta (California)

FISHING LICENSES (8 days):
* Advanced New York License

* Advanced Oregon License
* Advanced Florida License
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* Advanced Alberta License
* Advanced Michigan License
* Advanced California License
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Title: Fishing Planet: Golden Dragon Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Publisher:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 12 MB available space

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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fishing planet golden dragon pack

This is a great adventuregame. It had some major problems at release-time, and was in fact prematurely released. But these
issues has now been resolved, and whats left is a very good and charming little game.

It sports charming and witty characters, great voiceover/soundtrack and nice-looking comic-book-style graphics. I also loved the
storyline, altough it still feels kind of confused as to wether it is a funny feelgood story or a deeply disturbing tale of horrors.
But all in all it is a cute little story about a reluctant hero saving the world with his MacGyver-style pocketknife.

Thumbs up!. THIS IS ♥♥♥♥ING♥♥♥♥♥♥GAME
IT SUCKS
YOU MUST PAY FOR EXTRA ACTIVATION WTF!?!
DON'T BUY THIS ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥T!. false advertising, you don't actually end war. You like collectible card games and wanna be
destabilised.. OMG this game seems so inoffensive and simple with its 3 slots for creatures concept, but is in reality pretty
AWESOME, and geniously balanced. I've played it for a year now. It can be played very fast or for hours a day. Heros can
changes all the meaning of a deck. The "tombstones" system is also well exploited as you'll see after some time. Thre is PVP,
limited or standard tournements, drafts and the best: Guilds Wars :o! Yeah.. guild wars in a card game ;)

All 3 first editions packs and all heros are buyable in gold and you'll get a truck load of it; especially in daily arena and Guild
Wars ;) Gems are more precious but are still given away for free, but at a much slower rate.. You still get 20 of those and an
Epic card each month thought.. plus easily 90 more gems/month playing. There is already a loyal community and the new devs
are very actives! They makes numerous updates and releases each months..

The guild wars system has this particularity: you and your team each make a "defensive" deck that will be played by the AI.. that
means you won't control them. But you also make an "offensive" deck that you will control to attack the ennemy guilds. You can
battle anytime cause you will face the AI controling their "defensive" decks :o! The guilds with the most wins get the victory.
Your guild will rage against 3 wars each 36 hours. The guilds that won the most wars each seasons will have the apportunity to
go up in ranks. Do not hesitatate to ask your guildmates about further hints cause there is! Copper to gold ranking makes it
accessible to every type of players and collections and are free to play. Your team get a fair amount of gold and honor to buy
even more packs and cards. There is also the "Epic" guild.. the biggest challenge in ther, exept for the usual types of
tournaments and PVP of course..

Many went from newbies to veterans without spending any real money, but you can spend some specially for 5$ starters. The
dragon bundle can be great to unlock too.. and for the starters they are all of great value but one is BEST and will remane.. i let
you guess wich one :P

Finally, i play two great CCG games right now: HEARTHSTONE and KINGDOMS! Earthstone is more humoristique and have
better sounds. Kingdoms has the best playability.. it can be played longer, offers much more formats and is less restricted to
heros. I also recomend to turn off the sound effects in Kingdoms until they get fixed.. they are pretty noisy and metallized as it
is, unless you like them. For me, music alone is better.. not as great as Hearthstone but the game is much more complexe.. don't
let you be impressed by the 3 creature slots system.. and good luck XD :P!. An incredibly mixed bag. Its very deep stat system
and occasionally interesting challenge areas and boss fights are quite good, but ultimately these highlights are overcome by
extreme linearity, way too many trash mobs, next to no plot, and one of the worst cases of hitpoint bloat I have ever seen in a
game (late game there are some random enemies with 4,000 hitpoints. Given that the average character can do 50-100 points of
damage per turn, you can work out the problem here). I really love spiderweb games, so I hate to bash this, but this is probably
their worst.

Of couse I still forced myself to finish the whole thing on torment difficulty, but that's only because I'm a total OCD, power
gaming, masochist (and for all the game's faults, it is refreshingly difficult). Normal people who demand things like
"enjoyment" and "entertainment" from their video games (novel concepts, I know) need not apply. Or better yet just play one of
the other Avernum games (most of which are way better).. Very good karting experience.

+ Graphics are pretty good
+ After some tweaking, the kart feels very authentic (KZ1 and KF3)
+ Very realistic with push to start on kz1. You press buttons to push start and then put in the gear. just like real.
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- Few tracks at the moment
- Few players online (for race)

If more people buy the game, it will end up great!

/Frollic. Works fine with Logitech Extreme 3D pro (flight stick). After rebinding axis. I suppose, it was patched.
Does not have options (audio, video).
Actually, really easy to pick up. Rebinded keys while playing tutorial and was good to go.
6 missions total, approximate play-time - slightly more than an hour. But very cheap.
I had lots of fun with Iron Sky, and that movie tie-in did not even had flight stick support (these games kinda in same weight
category, Iron Sky much longer, have better combat, but does not support flight sticks and can be more expensive).
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THIS REVIEW IS MY OWN UNBIASED OPINION - I was not compensated or rewarded for this review in any way.

Let me start off by saying I LOVE healing/supporting in multiplayer or RPG games. It's my favorite thing to do. I am/was a
support/healer main in Heroes of the Storm, Overwatch, League of Legends, World of Warcraft, and Elder Scrolls Online, just
to name a few.

The game starts off with you as the healer (see title), 2-3 spells, and some basic character customization. You quickly play
through the "tutorial" and gather up your party members, who have a distinct and comedic under-appreciation for healers.

Gameplay is essentially divided into 3 parts:

1) Adventuring through the overworld to find shops, inns, dungeons, and loot chests, along with random enemy encounters.
2) Exploring dungeons found in the overworld which generates another sort of overworld with loot, enemies, and encounters.
3) Combat: This is probably the most in-depth part. You have a small party of heroes (?) that automatically fight for the most
part, and your role is the healer. You cast spells and buffs to help out your teammates and ensure their survival and victory in
fights.

Spell variety is fairly unique and you unlock them as you level up, with several different ways you can play the healer. If shields
are your thing, you can do it, if you want heals over time, you can do that too, or if you want to play a burst healer that's
available as well. Each spell has multiple upgrades (active and passive) that you can apply to them as well as you grow stronger.

There's also some basic RPG-type equipment; as battles progress you can get weapons for each of the heroes (not you), rings for
those heroes, and bracelets for the healer. All of these have different effects on the characters. Each NPC hero also has a super
ability that can be activated during combat to gain an edge.

The graphics/art are not impressive, but they get the job done. The music/sound effects are fine. Interactions between characters
are sort of tongue-in-cheek humor; some of them are funny, others a bit lame, but you can tell a good amount of effort was put
in to make the game humorous and not cringey.

I haven't found any bugs or errors so far.

I HIGHLY recommend this game if you need to satisfy your craving to heal/support others. If they had a AAA version of this
game from a major developer with fancy graphics and music I'd easily pay $60 for it, but this definitely gets the job done. It's
very enjoyable and I'll definitely be playing more. I would love a sequel to this game.

Overall Rating: 8/10. This game could be fun but it needs a few improvements.

1. SIN - Add some sort of sin meter and some sort of menu that lists the sins. Also please make the sin meter more lenient.
Once the Shape spawns all stealth gameplay goes right out the window and it just encourages sprinting through the entire level.
2. The Shape should only last for 5 minutes or at the very least not constantly home in on you. He is basically a game over if
you're trying to go the stealth route. Seriously this really discourages any stealth style of play I have no idea what the devs were
thinking.
3. Make the bonus evidence more visible for god's sake it's so hard to see.
4. The only viable skill tree in this game is Unstoppable which lets you parkour faster which is helpful because stealth is
impossible in this game.
5. Finally, INCREASE THE XP GAINED FROM MISSIONS!!. Broken achievement, dev is failing to fix.. I loved 7 Wonders
previously and I must say that this new opus is quite good and more challenging than the others. And the little guys are still that
funny.

In other words, you still have to build magnificient sites, apart that here, you're kinda helped by aliens. Your goal is to destruct
tiles by making a chain of 3 or more of the same shapes (the colors are helping you to distinguish them) and then to make a big
cube fall down. Some tiles are special: the green ones help you to gather trees, flowers or grass, the light blues one to collect
water, etc etc... They're important if you want to build the wonder under a specific number of levels and to gain more.

Each chain of more than 3 is bringing you bonuses, like eliminating a line, etc.. It can help to reach tiles that can be a pain in
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the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to destroy for example.

Also, you can bonus like a bomb or a swap tiles, etc... that can be used during the level, though you have to resplenish these
powers by making chains.

In that opus, you can also build your own little village thanks to unlocked buildings.

7 Wonders: Ancient Alien Makeover is a nice match-3 game. Don't hesitate.. Well worth the money. Lots of fun. Great game
with super low price.. eh half good half bad though its worth it
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